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I. IDIOMS 
1. A big way  - on a large scale 
2. A bird’s eye view - a view from higher position 
3. A brain child - one’s original idea 
4. A chance in a million - very slim chance 
5. A change of heart  - A change of opinion or idea 
6. A cock and a bull story - a wildly improbable story 
7. A cuckoo in the nest - an unwelcome intruder 
8. A drop in the ocean - very small / unimportant 
9. A million dollar question - a question with a valuable answer 
10. A penny for thoughts - thinking something about 
11. A shadow of oneself  - Someone or something that is not strong 
12. A volley of blows - a string of blows 
13. A wild goose chase - waste of time / useless effort 
14. Alarm bells ringing - Sign of something going wrong 
15. An early bird  - someone who rises early 
16. Apple of one’s eye - one’s favourite person 
17. Armchair expert - one who gives advice in an area 
18. As good as gold - very well behaved 
19. At close quarters - very near 
20. At logger head  - To be in strong disagreement 
21. At one’s disposal - for one’s use 
22. At one’s wit’s end - Desperate 
23. At the crack of dawn - very early in the morning 
24. At the end of his tether  - There is no strength or hope left 
25. At the helm  - in charge 
26. Back to the wall - In serious difficulty  
27. Be in one’s head - in a difficult situation 
28. Below the belt  - On your side in an argument or dispute 
29. Bereft of  - deprived of 
30. Birds of same feather  - People who are alike are often friends 
31. Bolt from the blue  - A sudden, unexpected event 
32. Break even  - make no profit or loss 
33. Burn the midnight oil  - To sit up very late at night during work 
34. By and by  - as time goes by 

35. By the skin of one’s teeth - A narrow escape 
36. Came to a halt  - stopped 
37. Catch 22 situation - A situation in which unable to succeed due  
38. Caught red handed - caught when doing something wrong 
39. Child’s play  - a simple exercise for anyone 
40. Childlike   - having the innocent qualities 
41. Clean slate   - a fast record without discredit 
42. Come to a halt  - stop either temporarily or permanently 
43. Difficult to grasp  - Difficult to understand 
44. Dodge a bullet - Barely escaped from a disastrous situation 
45. Done to a turn  - extremely well done 
46. Draw a blank  - to fail to get an answer or a result 
47. Drive one up the wall - Irritated 
48. Dropout   - cease to complete the studies 

49. Eleventh hour   - A the last moment 
50. Extract from  - demand and get from 
51. Face to mind  - recall something 
52. Faint with weariness - exhausted 
53. Fair and square  - in a fair way 
54. Feather in one’s cap - one more achievement 
55. Feel the pinch  - feeling unpleasant change 

56. Find one’s voice -become more confident in first meeting 
57. Fish out of water  - a person who does not fit in 
58. Follow something up - pursue 
59. Fool’s errand  - a fruitless undertaking 
60. Full of beans  - lively / in high spirits 
61. Get cold feet  - get nervous 
62. Get into hot water  - be in serious trouble 
63. Give a piece of mind - To express one’s opinion strongly / scold 
64. Go a long way   - To achieve success / to be very helpful 
65. Go a long way  - to last for a long time 
66. Grasp / clutch at straws - try any method to overcome a crisis 
67. Hang out to dry  - abandoning one who is in difficulty 
68. Happy-go-lucky   - Not caring 
69. Hard to come by  - difficult to get 
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70. Have cold feet  - be frightened 
71. Have no hand in - not involved 
72. Have one’s heart set on- really want something 
73. Heart and soul  - completely / with utter dedication 
74. Hit the road  - journey again 
75. Holds good  - be valid at the time of discussion 
76. Honor bound  - Morally obliged to do something 
77. In a nice pickle  - in a mess 
78. In a remote corner - in a farthest corner 
79. In barren statements - state without value, interest or result 
80. In deep waters  - in big trouble 
81. In dire straits  - in a serious, bad situation 
82. In our corner  - unfair or unsporting behaviour 
83. In panic mode  - forgot everything and grew irritated 
84. In short supply  - less than its needed / lacking 
85. In the gloom of solitude- in depressing 
86. In the midst of  - in the middle of 
87. In the pink of health - In a very good health 
88. In two minds   - unable to decide / in a dilemma 
89. Keep an eye on - watch something to make sure its ok 
90. Keep one’s fingers crossed- hope that something good will happen 
91. Keep one’s hand above water- make enough money to survive 
92. Last resort  - last option 
93. Leave one stranded - forsaken 

94. Lend an ear  -listen 
95. Lend/give someone a hand - to help someone with something 
96. Loud and clear  - very clearly 
97. Make a mountain out of- exaggerate something 
98. Make ends meet - manage with money 
99. Make one’s mouth water- to crave or desire sth that one loves to eat 
100. Matter of concern - something to worry about 
101. Moseying in and out - walking aimlessly 
102. Move heaven and earth - do everything possible 
103. Nip in the bud   - Cut off the earliest stage 
104. Nip in the bud  - stop at the very beginning 

105. Off the beaten track - isolated 
106. On cloud nine   -Very happy 

107. On the ball  -competent 
108. On the ropes  -Prepare for a conflict 
109. Once and for all  - as a finally settled matter 
110. Once in a blue moon  - Rarely 
111. One thing leading to another – sequence of unplanned events 
112. Out of the blue  - as a total surprise 

113. Over the moon  -extremely happy 
114. Pain and regret  - mental suffering 
115. Pay back in the same coin - treating others in the same way 
116. Pick someone’s brains - use someone’s ideas 
117. Put on air   -Behave in an unnatural way to impress others 
118. Raining cats and dogs - raining heavily 
119. Right up one’s alley - Appeals to me strongly 
120. Run the risk  - Exposure to injury or loss 
121. Saved by the bell - Help at the last moment  
122. Second childhood  - old age 
123. See eye to eye  - agree 

124. Sharp as a tack  -mentally agile 
125. Shot one’s bolt  - Exhaust one’s effort 
126. Square off   - To give up 
127. Stand a chance   - Have a prospect of success or survival 
128. Stand a chance  - to be in a favourable position 
129. Stay on one’s toes  - be ready or prepared for something 
130. Sweep out   - To remove something or someone 
131. Take a trip down memory - recollect pleasant memories 
132. Take one for ride  - Deceived 
133. Taken a hard line- To deal with someone or something in a strict way. 
134. Taking a hard line  - not giving up easily 
135. That one’s lucky stars - to be thankful for one’s good luck 
136. The burning question - the main question or problem 

137. The cat is out of the bag -the secret is out 
138. The tip of the iceberg- The biggest part of the problem is hidden 
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139. Thick and fast  - in large numbers 
140. Thirty pieces of silver - as a symbol of betrayal 
141. Throw in the towel - State of near collapse or defeat 
142. Tight corners  - Difficult situations 
143. Till waters run deep - never judge anything by its appearance 
144. Time out of mind - time immemorial / very ancient 
145. To bark at the moon - to make a fuss with no effect 
146. To be accustomed to - to get used to 
147. To be chicken hearted - to be cowardly 
148. To be on tenderhooks - to be in a state of nervous suspense 
149. To be up with a lark - to wake up early in the morning 
150. To bear one’s burden in silence – to regret or suffer quietly 
151. To build castles in the air - to have impossible desires 
152. To chatter like a magpie- to talk incessantly / no interruption 
153. To crow over  - to rejoice at the defeat of the opponent 
154. To drag up a child - to bring up a child without proper training 
155. To take a new turn - to begin a new course 
156. To tread on unknown waters - to explore 
157. Tricks of the trade - the expertise of doing business 
158. Vicious cycle  - Chain like issues 
159. Well-to-do   - Wealthy / prosperous 
160. Yellow streak   - Cowardly / weak 
 

II. PHRASAL VERBS 
1. Argue out - to discuss to reach an argument 
2. Back up - support 
3. Bank on - depend on 
4. Bear with - endure / tolerate 
5. Blow out - extinguish 
6. Blow up - explode 
7. Break down - fall / stop working / collapse 
8. Break into - enter by force 
9. Break off - finish 
10. Break out - escape from a place or situation / start suddenly 
11. Break through - penetrate 

12. Break up  - disperse / shatter 
13. Bring about - make something happen 
14. Bring forth - produce 
15. Bring in  - introduce 
16. Bring out  - publish 
17. Bring up  - educate / rear 
18. Build up  - to develop 
19. Burn off  - to use or get rid of something 
20. Call for  - demand 
21. Call off  - cancel 
22. Call on  - visit 
23. Call out  - summon 
24. Call up  - invite 
25. Carry on  - continue 
26. Carry out  - fulfill 
27. Cave in  - collapse 
28. Come on  - hurry 
29. Come over - understand 
30. Come upon - meet someone by chance 
31. Cope with - deal with 
32. Cut off  - to remove something by cutting 
33. Dealt with - managed 
34. Draw up  - stop 
35. Drop in  - visit 
36. Drop out  - discontinue 
37. Eat out  - eat in a restaurant 
38. Engage in  - take part 
39. Figure out - understand 
40. Get along with - have a friendly relationship 
41. Get away  - escape 
42. Get on  - have a friendly relationship / continue 
43. Get over  - recover / overcome 
44. Get through - pass 
45. Get up  - rise from bed 
46. Give away - distribute 
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47. Give in  - yield 
48. Give up  - abandon 
49. Go after  - to chase 
50. Go far  - succeed 
51. Go into  - examine / investigate 
52. Go on   - continue / hurry 
53. Go through  - endure / examine 
54. Hand down  - deliver 
55. Hang around  - move with no aim 
56. Hit on  - think of 
57. Hold on  - wait / stop 
58. Hold up  - delay 
59. Hunt down  - try to find every member 
60. Keep on  - continue 
61. Keep up  - continue / maintain 
62. Knuckle under - require 
63. Lay by  - keep for future use 
64. Lay down  - surrender / sacrifice / pass a law 
65. Look after  - take care of 
66. Look at  - to think about something carefully 
67. Look for  - to find / to search 
68. Look into / over - investigate / examine 
69. Look through  - to search for someone or something 
70. Look up to  - admire 
71. Look up  - refer 
72. Make out  - understand 
73. Make over  - redo / renovate 
74. Melt away  - disappear slowly 
75. Nose around  - looking around to find information 
76. Pass out  - graduate 
77. Pass through  - undergo 
78. Pull back  - refrain 
79. Push forward  - to continue doing something with effort 
80. Put aside  - save 
81. Put off  - postpone 

82. Put on  - wear 
83. Put up with - tolerate 
84. Put up  - build 
85. Quarrel with - oppose 
86. Ran into  - to hit / enter / meet and reach 
87. Reel off  - recite 
88. Run across - meet 
89. Run after  - chase / seek 
90. Run over  - overflow / examine 
91. Set aside  - discard 
92. Set back  - to slow down the progress 
93. Set out  - displays 
94. Set up  - establish 
95. Settle down - establish / lead a quiet life 
96. Show up  - explode 
97. Shut down - close 
98. Stand by  - support / wait 
99. Stand for  - to represent a particular idea 
100. Stand out  - continue to resist 
101. Stand up  - rise 
102. Stretch out - to lay down / to sleep 
103. Take after - resemble 
104. Take away - remove 
105. Take down - write 
106. Take off  - leave the ground / remove 
107. Take on  - accept 
108. Take part in - participate 
109. Take up  - to deal with 
110. Throw away - to get rid of 
111. Throw out - discard / reject 
112. Tire out  - exhaust 
113. Turn away - refuse admission 
114. Turn down - refuse 
115. Warm up  - practice 
116. Work out  - be successful 
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